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Bat Boy entertains audiences in CSUF
theatre with ‘true-life’ story
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No. 1 Sun Devils stun
Titan baseball 6-5
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Students seek to enlighten
The Middle Eastern Student Society held an event to bring awarness to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict March 16 in the Quad

Thrills and java
with Polanski

photo courtest of summit entertainment
Pierce Brosnan and Ewan McGregor in ‘The Ghost Writer.’

By Summer Rogers

For the Daily Titan

detour@dailytitan.com
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The Middle Eastern Students Society recreates part of the border walls on the West Bank in Israel in the Quad. The wall is covered in testimonials and facts about the Palestinians’ struggle.

By Allie Mosier

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

The Middle Eastern Student Society
held an event at the Quad Tuesday to
bring awareness to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the conditions and
struggles Palestinians are subjected to.
A wall featuring graphic pictures of
injured Palestinian women, men and
children caught the attention of students walking by. The wall also contained facts about the dangers Palestin-

ians are faced with on a daily basis as
well as historical and statistical information, such as death tolls.
“We are bringing attention to a side
that’s not on the news. You always see
Israel’s side and not what Palestinians
have to go through,” said club member
Ahmed Al-Hallai. “The media portrays
Palestinians as terrorists and people who
don’t want peace, but in reality they do
want peace,” Al-Hallai said. “They’re
being thrown out of their homes and
tortured.”
In 1947, the UN divided Palestine

into two states. Fifty-seven percent became a Jewish state and 43 percent became a Palestine-Arab state. Palestinians
rejected this plan, which led to a war
between Israel and the Arab states. Between 1967 and 2004, Israel invaded
and took over Gaza and the West Bank,
giving Israel 100 percent control of the
land of Palestine.
This control has been maintained by
a wall that was built in the West Bank
that is 730 kilometers and eight meters
high. The wall includes electric fences,
trenches and military patrol.

Checkpoints have been built by Israeli
Defense Forces of Border Police to limit
the movement of Palestinians who lack
necessary permits. All Palestinians need
a permit in order to move place to place
whether they are going to school, work
or a store.
“It’s shocking to see all this information,” said Samantha Mondragon, 22, a
chemistry major. She added that it’s hard
for students to inform themselves when
they’re so busy with school.

Writer/producer/director Roman Polanski releases his
latest film after a five-year hiatus with his political thriller,
“The Ghost Writer.”
Though Polanski has avoided the United States for
the past 33 years (he was accused of sexually assaulting a
13-year-old girl in 1977), there is no denying he is a talented filmmaker; the Academy Award-winning director is
known for his legendary films such as “The Pianist” (2002),
“Chinatown” (1974) and “Rosemary’s Baby” (1968).
In “The Ghost Writer,” actor Ewan McGregor plays the
title role of the Ghost, a ghost writer working on the memoir of ex-British Prime Minister, Adam Lang (Pierce Brosnan). While writing the memoir, the Ghost begins to dig
deeper into Lang’s past and becomes entangled in a web
of deceit and lies and the only way out is to discover the
truth… or so he thinks.
McGregor has starred in over 39 films, including “Trainspotting” (1996), “Moulin Rouge!” (2001), “Big Fish”
(2003) and “The Men Who Stare at Goats” (2009) and has
a few projects already lined up for the future.
Recently, McGregor sat down with the Daily Titan to
discuss the film, working with legendary filmmaker Roman
Polanski and creating his phantom character, the Ghost.

See AWARNESS, Page 2

4.4 earthquake
shakes Southland
By Brenna Phillips

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

Many Southern Californians were
shaken awake by a magnitude 4.4
earthquake early Tuesday morning that
was felt around the greater Los Angeles
area.
After the devastating earthquakes
that occurred in Haiti and Chili in the
past month, many Southern California
residents are questioning whether yesterday’s earthquake is a precursor to a
larger earthquake.
“There is always that possibility in
California that any earthquake can be
a foreshock for something larger,” said
David Bowman, associate professor
and chair of the department of geological sciences. “It’s been long enough
since the earthquake so the odds have
decreased exponentially.”
The earthquake hit at 4:04 a.m.,
with the epicenter located about 11.7
miles below the city of Pico Rivera. It
was felt as far south as San Diego county and west along the coast through
Malibu and Ventura County.

“It looks like it was a thrust fault,
so it was probably that same line that
caused the Whittier earthquake back
in 1987,” said Jeffrey Knott, professor of geological sciences. “It could
be in the same aftershock sequence,
but since it’s 23 years later, I’m pretty
sure it’s not related to Whittier.”
The fault is believed to be associated with the Puente Hills line, according to the U.S. Geological Survey Web site.
“It is unquestionably true California has the potential for a large
earthquake,” Bowman said. “We
have several faults, like the San Andreas fault, and it’s been a long time
since they’ve had a big earthquake.
From that perspective we are defintely overdue.”
Although, California is considered to be one of the most prepared
places in the world for a large earthquake, it would still be beneficial to
retrofit older structures and bridges,
said Bowman.
“I didn’t think it was anything
major because I was too far away
to really feel the jolt,” said Steven

The season six winner, Iliza Shlesinger,
of NBC’s “Last Comic Standing” performed at the TSU Pub.
Check it out at:
www.dailytitan.com/csuflastcomic

graphic by bianca de la rosa/Daily Titan Design Editor

Hoang, a biochemistry major. “I
have emergency supplies at home,
but school-wise, I don’t really know
if there is any protocol we are supposed to follow.”
There are steps that residents of
Southern California should take to
prepare themselves for the inevitable
“big one,” such as storing an earthquake kit, snacks, water, medication
and even a spare set of shoes in your
car, and there should be enough to
survive three to seven days after,
Bowman said.
“We participate in the ShakeOut
drills every October, but I think 100
percent of the people are not pre-

Multimedia

pared,” Knott said.
The Great California ShakeOut is
an annual earthquake drill that allows organizations across California
to practice and prepare for the actual
event.
There were more than 6.9 million participants in 2009 and the
next one is scheduled for Oct. 21 at
10:21 a.m.
“Earthquakes happen all the time
in California,” Bowman said. “But
these small earthquakes are a wakeup call for Californians to remember
that we live in earthquake country
and we do need to be more prepared.”

The Divine Servants Christian Club
held Sunday’s Best Gospel Talent
Show at CSUF.
Check out the video here:
www.dailytitan.com/gospeltalentshow

See MCGREGOR, Page 3
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INTERNATIONAL

Slow progress in Iraq vote count fuels suspicions
BAGHDAD – Iraq’s embattled election commission announced Tuesday that 79 percent of the votes from parliamentary elections have been
counted, a breakthrough for a process so slow that it’s raised suspicions of
fraud. The close race got even closer as a secular rival edged nearer to Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s coalition.
The longer the process drags on, the more anxious and speculative Iraq’s
rival parties become as they await the results of the March 7 vote, the second
general election since the U.S.-led invasion in 2003.

NATIONAL
Democrats under pressure on health care bill
WASHINGTON – As a historic vote on sweeping health care legislation
nears, Democratic moderates in the House of Representatives face relentless pressure as they juggle personal pleas from President Barack Obama, a
multimillion-dollar advertising barrage and constituents who are fed up with
the congressional process.
In the spotlight are 39 Democrats who voted against the House’s original
health care measure Nov. 7. Democrats hold 253 of the House’s 431 currently filled seats, and 216 votes are needed for passage. The bill won’t pass
unless some of those 39 switch their positions.
Democratic leaders hope to vote by this weekend, but they’re finding it
difficult to push wavering members off the fence.
“I’ll vote the way my district wants me to vote,” said Rep. Jason Altmire,
D-Pa., after hearing from Obama this week.

STATE
1.6 million acres set aside as frog habitat
LOS ANGELES – The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Tuesday designated 1.6 million acres in California as critical habitat for the endangered red-legged frog, made famous by Mark Twain in his story, “The
Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County.”
The amphibian, once so plentiful that it was commonly featured on
restaurant menus, eventually became endangered because of development encroaching on its habitat and the effects of pesticides and other
chemicals.
The habitat area is divided into 50 units across 27 California counties,
including six counties that previously did not have designated critical
habitat: Mendocino, Sonoma, Placer, Calaveras, Stanislaus and Kings.
It was the third time the agency has attempted to assign a protected
area for the frog. Prior efforts were thwarted, first in 2001 by a lawsuit
from the building industry, which objected to setting aside 4.1 million
acres for frog habitat.

For the Record
It is the policy of the Daily Titan to correct any inaccurate information printed in the publication as soon as the error is discovered. Any
incorrect information printed on the front page will result in a correction
printed on the front page. Any incorrect information printed on any
other page will be corrected on page 2. Errors on the Opinion page will
be corrected on that page. Corrections also will be noted on the online
version of the Daily Titan.
Please contact Executive Editor Sergio Cabaruvias at 657-278-5815 or
at execeditor@dailytitan.com with issues about this policy or to report
any errors.
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Dean, students share slices
By alison munson

The event was held as an open
forum with Cooper sitting in a
news@dailytitan.com
chair near enough to be seen but
Four large pizzas and three 12- relaxed enough to avoid an aupack sodas lined a long brown table thoritative presence. Students
in the Cal State Fullerton Irvine were able to grab a bite to eat, and
campus’s Titan Student Union at on the way to satisfying their hun5:30 p.m. The air-conditioned ger, Cooper was there for friendly
room was calm; students studied conversation.
“I just go down and I sit in one
independently, some cramming
for a quiz while others browsed of the big chairs so it looks like
the Internet on one of the 10 com- I’m sitting in the Santa Chair,” she
said. “They can just come in and
puters that lined the walls.
shake my hand
It was the
and sit down
kind of quiet
and talk … it’s
that settles
just a time for
right before
people to say
a storm. At
what’s on their
5:45 p.m. a
mind.”
pack of hunMost students
gry students
– Susan Cooper
that
appeared
wiped
out
Irvine campus dean
for the event
the buffet of
grabbed
the
pizzas and in
approximately 30 minutes; only food before hurrying off to class
two pieces remained of the 11 or their study groups. Cooper was
pizzas that were provided by the pleased with the turnout and the
Associated Student’s Inc. for the content of her conversations. One
Pizza with the Dean event held of the goals for the event was to
act as a meet-and greet, she said.
Tuesday.
“I think the core value of it is
“Student’s kind of come in
groups,” Irvine Campus Dean for (the students) to see the dean
Susan Cooper said with a laugh. visibly on the campus, to see the
“Usually the pizza will last until dean as a person,” Cooper said.
“Students don’t usually meet the
6:30, but today it didn’t.”
Cooper set aside one hour of dean… It’s kind of a chance for
her time to participate in the Piz- them to talk to a person who can
za with the Dean event to get to find something out for them or
know the students that she repre- make a decision or give them an
sents. The program began running answer that they haven’t been able
this year at the Irvine campus, she to get before if they’ve been wondering why something is the way
said.
“I thought it was a good op- it is.”
The informality of the Irvine
portunity to sit with students
and actually hear what they have campus creates a sense of trust and
to say, give them an opportunity reliability, Cooper said.
Students like Nathaniel McRobto ask me questions or issues that
they have and talk to me about it,” erts, a 22-year-old junior accounting major at the Irvine campus,
she said.
Daily Titan Staff Writer

“

I thought it was a
good opportunity to
sit with students and
actually hear what
they have to say...

“

IN OTHER NEWS

Photo By alison munson/Daily Titan Staff Writer
Irvine students ate 11 pies in only 30 minutes during Pizza with the Dean

were unaware of the program but
appreciative of its intentions.
“I don’t really do much in the
way of events and stuff on the
campus,” he said. “I think it’s good
that she’s trying to get to know
students at a more personal level.
(If I were to talk to her) it would
be just to talk.”
Other students recognized the
goals and, though they didn’t
speak with Cooper, felt the effects
of the event.
“Now that I’ve seen her I know
what she looks like. Before I would
have had no idea who she was,”
Allison Worthy, a 23-year-old ju-

nior communications major at the
Irvine campus said. “It’s nice that
she’s making herself more accessible to everybody.”
For students who go to the Irvine campus just to take care of
business and who aren’t interested
in traditional campus activities,
administration still wants them to
feel like they are welcome and that
they belong, Cooper said.
“I’m happy to talk with them,”
she added. “I want to know what
their concerns are. We’re all
about making this campus better
for them.”

Titan Shops
holds bi-annual
‘Kiss-a-thon’
By Lauren McCann

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

Why kiss a funny little
leprechaun or spend a lifetime
looking for the end of the rainbow for a pot o’ gold, when you
could have spent less than an hour
smooching on a paper plate with a
fellow Cal State Fullerton student
for an iPod.
Sponsored by CSUF Titan
Shops, the iPod Kiss-a-thon took
place in front of the Titan Bookstore at 11 a.m. Tuesday, for the
chance for one team of two CSUF
students to win two iPod’s valued
at $199 each.
The 4th annual iPod Kiss-athon began with an “e-mail blast”
to students who were signed up to
receive e-mails from Titan Shops,
telling them the date, time and
location of the event and encouraging students to sign up and
participate. The event takes place
twice a year. During spring semester, it is for the chance to win an
iPod and the fall semester it’s for a
MacBook.

Winning contestant Alex Leyte,
18, a psychology major, was in the
Titan Bookstore when his interest
was peaked by a flier promoting
the event for a free iPod.
“I needed an upgrade from my
nano,” Leyte said.
Monday evening, before the
event, Leyte “Facebooked” his
fellow Phi Kappa TAU fraternity
brother, Chad Renegar, 19, a biology and business management
major, and asked him to be his
partner in the Kiss-a-thon.
It didn’t take much coercing for
Renegar to agree to participate.
“We came to win and we did,”
Leyte said.
Before the event began, there
was an initial sign-up where
students had to show a valid Titan ID card and sign an activity
waiver.
Angie Dulay, Titan Tech manager, and Michael Khalil, Apple
Inc.’s senior campus representative
for CSUF, ran the event.
“This semester we were going to
limit 20 teams to compete in the
event starting at 11 a.m. By 11:30,
only 11 teams had signed up. We

photo By Lauren mccann/Daily Titan Staff Writer
Winning contestants Chad Renegar, 19 (left) and Alex Leyte, 18, (right).

wanted to get it up and running so
we started the event,” Dulay said.
The Kiss-a-thon’s 11 teams were
composed of co-ed teams, maleonly and female-only.
“For a Tuesday it seems pretty
quiet. Midterms probably had a
bit to do with it. There are pretty
long lines for scantrons inside,”
Dulay said.
The last two competing teams
were male-only. In the past, female-only and co-ed teams dominated the competition.
Last year’s winner, Brandon Octavio, 21, lasted an hour and a half
before he claimed his prize. This
year, Octavio participated in the
Kiss-a-thon for only 30 minutes
when his focus was lost during a
“Simon Says” segment.
Khalil, who gave instruction
on poses and different angles for
contestants to move, pushed the
students to their limit in the hot

spring sun. Within the last few
minutes, Khalil made the contestants continuously kneel down on
opposite knees, leaving the two
lasting teams sweaty and tired.
The deciding moment came
when Khalil made the four contestants balance on one foot with
one hand in the air, pushing the
winning team, Leyte and Renegar
to conquer over the other team, in
50 minutes total time.
“In the very beginning when
we had to jump up without hand
contact or holding the plate was
probably the hardest part of the
competition,” Renegar said.
With sun, embarrassment and
sweat aside, Leyte, who claimed
an 8G iPod Touch, and Renegar, who chose a black 8G iPod
nano plus a $50 iTunes gift card,
both with a $199 value, were excited to be this semester’s iPod
Kiss-a-thon’s winners.

Awareness: middle east conflict
From Page 1

“In America, we have such a high
opinion of Israel and you just don’t
expect to see how Palestinians are being treated,” said Katheryn Rendon,
19, a biochemistry and anthropology major.
There are over 446 obstacles
placed between roads and villages,
including 88 iron gates and 74 kilometers of fences along main roads,
according to the facts written on the
wall. Two guest speakers attended

the event to tell their first hand
experience.
Radhika Sainath, an attorney
and human rights activist, lived in
West Bank for two years where she
worked with the International Solidarity Movement. Sainath said people should care about what’s going
on because it’s more than a humanitarian issue.
“It’s 40 years of military occupation; you have no rights, no citizenship. You’re basically living under the
gun and Americans are contributing

to this. We’re funding it and making
it possible,” Sainath said.
Shakeel Syed, who is part of the
Islamic Shura Council of Southern
California and a human rights activist also lived there for two months,
said he witnessed a pregnant woman
trying to get to the hospital who was
denied access past the checkpoint.
“Palestinians are deprived and
subjected of basic human necessities.
People are humiliated and stopped
at multiple checkpoints,” Syed said.
“Palestinians will continue to live as

strangers and as prisoners in their
own state as they have for 61 years.”
“How do we make a change?”
someone in the crowd asked.
Syed responded by saying that
it’s the small efforts that people undertake that will free the people of
Palestine.
The Middle Eastern Student Society will be at the quad today from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Bracelets are being sold at the
event with proceeds going go to the
Palestine’s Child Relief Fund.
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Putting a face on CSUF artwork
by rachel david

For the Daily Titan

detour@dailytitan.com

Hibbleton Gallery in downtown
Fullerton hosted an opening reception March 12, for its latest art exhibit, “About Face.”
The unique element of this particular exhibit was that one of the
featured artists was Steve Westbrook,
associate professor of English at Cal
Sate Fullerton. The other artist, Joseph Chesmore, is a local who has
displayed his art in Long Beach and
in Los Angeles' art walks.
Both contemporary artists focus
on faces, highlighting different emotions.
As the Hibbleton invite stated,
“Steve Westbrook is interested in
the darkest of humor ... Therefore,
he paints portraits of sad men wearing funny hats, attempting to convey
both the vulnerability and absurdity
that accompany moments of breakdown.”
Joseph Chesmore's art is described,
by Hibbleton, as striving to “capture
the image of someone lost in thought
and oblivious to the outside world
around them.” Both artists show a
glimpse into a part of the soul that is
often a private or personal moment in
people's lives.
Showing up in a “funny hat” and
mingling among friends and colleagues, Westbrook explained his

Mcgregor: Actor on
roles, iconic director
From Page 1

photos by christa connelly/Daily Titan Photo Editor
Above: Anaheim resident Zack Dinh, 20, browses the walls of paintings at the opening reception of “About Face” by artist Steve
Westbrook. Below: Westbrook navigates the gallery room at the opening reception of his exhibit on Friday, March 12.

choice of focusing on faces as, “I just
painted two faces, and it started from
there.”
His goal with his humorous,
downdtrodden, oxymoron portraits
was to “elevate a moment of vulnerability and fallible men ... and the
issue of partriarchy of saints
and ... how men cloak their
sandness. ... That's why the
silly hats, costuming of hats.”
Among the attendees of
the opening reception was
Rachel Trillo, 22, an English
graduate student.
“I really like (Westbrook's)
self-portrait. He takes something as simple as frowns
and stupid hats and makes
them worthwhile to look at.
There's a silly element to it,”
Trillo said.
Landon Lewis, 27, one
of the owners of Hibbleton
Gallery, explained that Westbrook came by the gallery one
day with a bag of hats.
“I chose the daisy hat because it's whimsical. I thought
it was funny and the most

feminine hat,” which goes in line
with the theme of the Westbrook's
work: emasculation.
With such titles as, “Jester La Tour
and the Toil of Too Much Juggling,”
“Officer Constantine and Constancy
of Longing” and “Sir Daniel Edward
and the Gross Negligence of Reason,”
Westbrook said he wants “the titles
to be over the top, absurd. I want to
celebrate the failure.” As an English
professor, Westbrook said he does art
"as a way to get rid of and be a break
from academic writing and poetry."
While Westbrook chose to focus on
showing men's vulnerability through
emasculation, Joseph Chesmore described his work, done with oil on
panel, as, “people loss in thought, obvlivious to the outside world around
them for a minute.”
Capturing this fleeting moment in
time of individuals blocking out all
white noise and losing themselves in
their own thoughts is another take on
human vulnerability.
Chesmore's subjects include
friends, most of whom he “met online on Facebook. I see their picture
and ask their permission (to use it).

However, one is of an old pen pal of
mine from when I was 9-years-old.”
Utilizing the latest technology around
him is what earns Chesmore the title
of “contemporary artist” by viewers.
Aside from taking inspiration
from photographs of individuals he
“friends” on Facebook, Chesmore
also turns to artists such as ToulouseLautrec and Degas. Musical inspiration includes grunge. “I grew up in
the ’90s,” Chesmore said.
When asked why his paintings are
on the smaller side, the contemporary
artist responded, “I work small. I have
a small space to work in, and people
tend to buy smaller paintings.”
When it comes to titles of his
works, Chesmore took on a minimalist approach, simply titling each
“Untitled” and accompanied by the
number in his series. “I changed the
titles so many times that I finally just
did ‘Unititled,’ ” Chesmore said.
“There’s a sort of eeriness about
them, like a muted type of presence,
like these portraits tell their entire story,” Trillo said of Chesmore’s works.
This featured art exhibit runs until
March 28.

Daily Titan: In Moulin Rouge!,
you play a “penniless poet." in The
Men Who Stare at Goats, you play a
journalist, and in this film, you play a
ghost writer. Is there something that
attracts you to roles where your character is a writer?
Ewan McGregor: I think the thing
is that writers like to write about their
writing. They really… like the world
to know that it’s a really difficult and
exciting profession, don’t you all?
DT: What was it like to work with
Polanski?
EM: He’s an iconic man and a
legendary director, so for an actor it’s
quite nerve-wracking and exciting
to meet him. He’s kind of two different men, I think. When you’re off
set, he’s making you coffee and making sure everyone’s alright and then
when you start working on the text
or actually on the set, he becomes
quite, um, direct.
He’s very direct. His direction is
not guarded or sugar-coated in any
way; he’s really quit brusque almost
with his direction, but the direction
is always very interesting.
DT: How does Polanski’s directing style differ from other directors you’ve worked with, such as
Tim Burton, George Lucas and Baz
Luhrmann?
EM: I went through a process with
him… We’re quite sensitive, actors, I
think, and when we try something

out, if it’s not considered to be good
or right… Polanski wouldn’t worry
about telling you that it was wrong,
he didn’t do it to hurt your feelings,
but I have to say, I realized very
quickly that he was like that with everybody… I realized that it was not
a personal thing, it’s just absolutely
about his manner of how he directs.
DT: How did you create your
character? Did you read the book
The Ghost by Robert Harris or just
the screenplay written by Harris and
Polanski?
EM: I read the script first. There’s
not a great deal of information about
(the character) in the script or in the
book. I think that’s purposely done
on the part of Harris and then on
the part of Harris and Polanski when
they wrote the script. He’s called the
Ghost and there’s kind of a ghostly
quality to him; he’s in amongst all
these people, but we don’t know very
much about him.
DT: What was it like working
with actor Pierce Brosnan?
EM: Pierce is an actor I’ve always
watched. There are a handful of actors you wonder if one day you will
work with them and Pierce was always one of those. I’ve always enjoyed watching him.
DT: You’ve sung in some of your
films. Do you have any plans to do
any musicals anytime soon?
EM: Oh maybe, I don’t know, I
haven’t been offered one in a little
while, but you never know.
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New theater production will drive you batty
BAT BOY

by Tanya Ghahremani

Daily Titan Staff Writer
detour@dailytitan.com

Remember Me
by Allie Mosier

Daily Titan Staff Writer

Repo Men
by summer rogers

For the Daily Titan

detour@dailytitan.com

detour@dailytitan.com

Remember Me is advertised as a stereotypical love story, but what seems to
be a film about love turns into a film
about dealing with life’s struggles, the
strength of a family, love and its ability
to heal emotional wounds and living in
the moment.
It’s full of emotion, depth and every
character has their own tale to tell.
Set in 2001, Tyler Hawkins (Robert
Pattinson) is an introverted young man
who has a strained relationship with his
father Charles (Pierce Brosnan).
Ally Craig (Emilie de Ravin) is Tyler’s love interest and the daughter of
Police Sgt. Neil Craig (Chris Cooper).
The film begins with a flashback from
1991, where we see an 11-year-old Ally
witness the murder of her mother. Because of this, Neil becomes extremely
protective of her.
Throughout the film you are pulled
into each characters story and go on an
emotional journey with them as it unfolds. You are able to sympathize with
each character and feel the range of the
emotions they experience, be it anger,
pain, happiness or rejection. The ending is unexpected and leaves a lasting
impression.
Pattinson delivers a great performance and shows that he’s capable
of playing a complex character. He is
able to showcase the range of his acting abilities, which is something that
is not seen in his previous films, While
the film can be predictable at times and
slow paced in the beginning, it’s worth
seeing.

“Can’t pay for your house? The
bank takes it. Can’t pay for your car?
The bank takes it. Can’t pay for your
liver? Well, that’s where I come in,” says
Remy, a repo man for “The Union.”
The year is 2029 and people no longer have to wait on a transplant list to
obtain organs because science has perfected artificial ones.
A company called “The Union”
sells the organs and, if payments are
four months late, The Union sends
repo men to collect the organs, by any
bloody means possible.
After a repo-gone-wrong, Remy
(Jude Law, Sherlock Holmes), ends up
with an artificial heart and no longer
has the ‘heart’ to slice people open. Remy’s best friend Jake (Forrest Whitaker,
Our Family Wedding) thinks he’s just in
a slump and will get back on his feet
in no time, but that’s not the case, and
Remy falls behind on his payments.
The film is an edge-of-your-seat
thrill ride and even has some humorous moments. It is also graphic and has
plenty of blood and gore to boot, so if
you have a queasy stomach, I would advise skipping this film (perhaps see The
Bounty Hunter instead).
The movie is pure entertainment
and should be viewed as such, because in some parts of the movie the
situations seem a bit unrealistic. In one
scene, Remy takes on about 10 corporate types in suits armed with knives,
using a saw, knives and a hay hook.
Unrealistic, yes. But the film is fun
and entertaining as hell.

If you’ve never heard of the Bat
Boy, it’s clear your life is seriously
lacking something in the hilarity
department. A creation of the nowout-of-print faux-tabloid magazine,
Weekly World News, the Bat Boy was
the product of a simple, yet ridiculously intriguing idea – a boy who is,
quite literally, half bat and half human. An important thing to note is
that he’s not quite a vampire, though
it would seem the logical approach
to his character. He’s just a misunderstood boy. Different.
Bat Boy’s adventures in the magazine were varied at best, but now you
all can see his origination in musical
form – “Bat Boy: The Musical” premiered at Cal State Fullerton March
12, and quite successfully at that.
It’s important not to approach this
musical in a serious mindset – it’s
not a piece that should be taken as
anything more than good fun. There
are some deeper social commentaries within the story (I can’t count the

number of times I was able to make
a connection to racism and bigotry),
but that’s to be expected from a piece
completely surrounding a character
searching for acceptance from people who are clearly not used to tolerating anything remotely different.
The play itself surrounds the town
of Hope Falls, West Virginia in the
mid-1990’s. Something is killing all
their cows – they refuse to believe it’s
just the fact that they’re attempting
to raise cows on a mountain – and
when three siblings discover the
Bat Boy in a cave within the town,
citizens are quick to assume it’s him.
The Bat Boy is soon brought to the
family of the town veterinarian, the
Parkers, so that he can be “taken
care of ” (aka killed) – but the loving mother is adamant in her wishes
to treat him humanely. She names
him Edgar and, with the help of her
daughter, teaches him to speak and
act sophisticated. The members of
the town are still not convinced of
his civility, however, and so unravels
a tale filled with intrigue, mystery,
and, of course, acceptance of things
outside the norm.
The acting, though overdone to
a degree by some, is quite engag-

ing. The fact that some scenes are
overacted only seems natural for the
piece – it’s not a dramatic play, so
there’s no need to drag scenes down
by being anything less than enthusiastic. Jill Jacobs shines as Meredith
Parker, the caring mother with a
dark secret, and Maxwel S. Corpuz
is hilarious as Mrs. Taylor.
Musically, the show was very effective. There is no fluff between the
lyrics, and no songs drag on past
their welcome. In its composition
they display emotion, and in their
lyrics the storyline, which is pretty
much the goal of all tracks for musicals. There isn’t one number that
seems out of place or awkward, they
just all seem to fit. Don’t let yourself miss any lines from the songs,
though, as most of them are absolutely hilarious.
From technical standpoint, the
show is brilliant. Lighting effects are
pleasantly abound, the sound is perfection, and the set is, in it’s minimalism, quite effective. The same
stage was transformed with a few
simple props from scene to scene,
and the fact that not much actually
changed was hardly noticeable.
While it’s a ridiculous concept,

photo by leonard suryajaya
Garret Hummel-Esparza in ‘Bat Boy: The
Musical’ playing through March 28 in
the CSUF Young Theatre.

it’s an enjoyable one, cemented even
further by an overall great production.
"Bat Boy: The Musical" runs
through March 28 in the Young
Theatre.
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Politics overtake government
What started as a reasonable proposal (that needHowever, what this bill has revealed more than
ed a bit of reworking) to revamp our nation’s health anything is the public’s confusion, frustration and
care system, has become one of the largest filibuster mistrust in a government that has its economy swayextravaganzas, and GOP-soapbox-speech inducing ing on a thin string over a bed of syringes, and a naevents of our (the average student’s) short lifetime.
tion with its global reputation rapidly decaying with
What was once a debate between two parties has every mistake it makes.
turned into a prime example of how politics can overWhether or not the bill passes is just the front of
take the democratic process and morph it into a place the issue now.
for childish politicians to throw sand in each others’
The underlying issue of our mistrust and uncerfaces and call everyone “stupid heads” (metaphori- tainty with the government and our president is now
cally speaking... I hope).
being brought to light.
In an article on CNN by Charles Riley and Jeff
Whether the bill either passes or fails, be prepared
Simon it was reported, “Five more House Democrats for that issue to rise rapidly. Parties will be split and,
said Tuesday that they will vote against Senate health sadly, politics will continue to get in the way of the
care legislation, which puts opponents of reform just democratic process.
11 votes shy of the 216 needed to prevent President
As a part of the future ruling generation, we should
Obama from scoring a major victory on his top do- be angry that it has come to this, and that we will be
mestic priority.”
the ones to pick up the pieces of our fractured and
Since the
aching counbill passed the
try. The blame
Senate Dec.
is not on any
24, Americans
specific pohave been inlitical party
undated with
alone, or even
articles about
the president,
politicians
but should be
decrying Recarried by the
publican tacentire polititics to destroy
cal process.
the bill, and
It is embardenouncing
rassing that
Democrats for
other governusing tactics
ments have
that would alto see us like
low them to
this; and for
pass the bill no
the
stable,
matter what
r
e
a
s
o
n
able
PHoto Courtesy MCT
(“Deem and U.S. President Barack Obama delivers remarks on health care reform in the East
people
of
Pass”).
America, it
Room of the White House March 3 in Washington D.C.
Speaker
is saddening
of the House
to read every
Nancy Pelosi has said that she has three plans in mind headline and article about the health care reform deto make sure the bill passes no matter what.
bacle.
Day by day, an angry public gets involved in this
This bill will be the defining moment of President
political debate. Groups such as the Tea Party Move- Obama’s career as president so far, and can easily
ment appear on the front pages in stories of massive make or break his chance for re-election. However,
gatherings to oppose the health care bill with frequen- what the bill has revealed and created cannot be taken
cy, and online political forums have become flooded back or glossed over – public initiative and governwith heated debates between citizens opposed to and ment process are being crushed under the weight of
supporting the bill.
politics.

Alien in America
“From the inside looking out”

Saya Cinta NY: I love NY in Malay
by Isa Ghani

Daily Titan Multimedia Editor
opinion@dailytitan.com

Whenever I fly over Los Angeles, it puts in my mind the image
of a very large turd dropped in the
middle of a desert by an unfortunate
cow with bowel problems.
It’s spread out over a vast area,
very bumpy and is mostly a dirty
brown/orange color.
As you can tell, I don’t really care
for LA.
On the other hand, New York resembles a beautiful machine, with its
perfect grids, tall buildings, all silver
and shiny, reaching for the sky. The
entire island of Manhattan resembles a white diamond on blue velvet
– just beautiful.
As I write this, I am overlooking
New York City from the 38th floor
of my hotel room. The view is amazing, and I challenge anyone who can
look out upon the skyline of New
York to tell me otherwise.
I’m here for a College Media Advisors journalism conference, and
am staying right off Times Square
– and let me just say this: the city
truly never sleeps. I’ve not found
anywhere else in the United States
that has gyros stores, hot dog stands
and pizza places open until 5 a.m.
Nowhere else have I found Starbucks that close at 2 a.m. There is
nowhere else in the world that has
the middle of the city lit so bright in
the wee hours of the night that you
could confuse it for day.
In California, the only food available late night would be fast food,
and although Jack in the Box may
be a good midnight snack, it just
doesn’t quite hit the spot. If you’re a
Malaysian in America, you definitely
miss mamaks and you understand
my pain. So come to New York and
we can yum cha anytime of day.
Plus, in California, the only things
open late are drive-thru and No car
= no service.
Speaking of driving, California is
driving country, where public trans-

portation is spotty and unreliable because everyone owns a car. No other
place in the world needs you to drive
so much to get anywhere – but keeps
you in traffic for so long.
If you’ve been stuck in rush-hour
traffic outside LA, you know what
I’m talking about.
Don’t get me wrong, New York
traffic is horrible too, but – and here’s
the beautiful part – you never need

Photo Courtesy MCT

to be in it. Subways are amazing and
efficient here, much like Malaysia’s
Light Rail Transport system.
As an ex-New Yorker put it to me
recently, “You can read a book, do
work or nap while in the train in
New York. In LA all you can do in
traffic is stare straight ahead.”
Now let me get to altitude and attitude. I love heights and I love altitude. New York has both. I never
realized how much I missed being in
tall buildings, or even under them,
until I got here.
Let me illustrate this to you. Lie
down on the floor and look straight
ahead. See how flat everything is?
That’s what Orange County is like.
Now stand up straight, do you see
how high you are up now compared?
Now multiply that by a thousand,
and you get a small idea of how New
York is. I just love it.

If you look out at all these tall
buildings, you see the amount of
windows lit up at night. And in each
of these windows is somebody’s life.
When you look out at the entire city
you realize that all around you, condensed into the immediate area, are
peoples’ lives and stories; that you
are an unseen, intangible part of.
It makes me feel comfortable and
it makes me feel at home. You can
never be truly lonely in this city.
As for attitude, I know a lot of
people say New Yorkers are rude,
brash and arrogant – and it’s totally
true. But I’ll take straightforward,
cocky and direct over Californian
fakeness any day.
It’s refreshing to see no-nonsense
people who walk with purpose, don’t
muck around with fake pleasantries
and walk the streets like they own it,
as opposed to in California where
guys dress like beach bums and
girls dress like whores. Sorry, but
you know it’s true. It’s the middle
of winter right now, so yes, it is indeed cold. But I like that – I like not
breaking into a sweat the minute I
step outside; I like being able to wear
jackets, coats and scarves; and I like
seeing my breath appear in clouds of
fog. I don’t miss the sun and I don’t
think it misses me.
So this is my fourth day in New
York, and I have four more. I haven’t
done all the touristy things yet, like
Central Park, the Statue of Liberty
and the Empire State Building, but I
think things will only get better with
a park, a singular statue and one of
the tallest buildings in the world.
On the other hand, what does
California have to offer? Disneyland,
the Walk of Fame and a sign on a hill
made out of big, white letters. Forgive me if I don’t get really excited
about Southern California anymore.
I have so much to do in so little
time. I have to go explore New
York’s public faces and private parts,
to quote travel writer Bill Bryson.
So if you will excuse me, I need to
go see if I can upskirt the Statue of
Liberty.

MLS strike inevitable and unwanted
by james Gobee

Daily Titan Staff Writer
opinion@dailytitan.com

This could be the end of the Major League Soccer (MLS) as we know
it.
The players are discontented with
the Collaborative Bargaining Agreement (CBA).
The league’s first CBA, a five-year
deal, originally was set to expire Jan.
31, but was extended twice while
negotiations continued. It expired
Feb. 25 after the MLS Players Union
refused another extension.
Joe Roth, owner of the Seattle
Sounders FC, told Joshua Mayers of
the Seattle Times that a players strike
to ultimately be the end of MLS.
There are 385 players in the MLS
and 383 of them voted to strike if
the CBA was not changed to their
liking. That leaves two lone mystery
players who voted for a strike.
The players want more rights including a form of free agency, guaranteed contracts, more money, etc.
The owners, on the other hand, want
to keep costs down.
What the players aren’t realizing
is that while franchises like Toronto
FC are selling out games at record
numbers and the majority of MLS
teams aren’t even profiting.
MLS clubs; Kansas City Wizards,
Houston Dynamo, San Jose Earthquakes, D.C. United and Chivas
USA are merely guests in their stadiums while the other 11 own or
control their stadiums and revenue
streams. Profit is something that the
others don’t even see.
The league can and should make
minor concessions when it comes to
the salary floor and cap.
A third of the league’s players earn
under $35,000, with a select few
earning as little as $15,300. Raise
the floor to a more livable wage,
around $30,000, and combine that
with a modest raise in the salary

Letters
to the
Editor:

cap for each club,
which is now set at
$2.3 million and it
should be a win for
both the players
and management.
The guaranteed
contracts and free
agency forms will
threaten the MLS
as a single entity,
ergo the dead end.
Sure a single entity business would
be strange, but the
league’s
control
over
spending,
player’s wages and
other aspects are
arguably the reasons MLS is still in
business while the
more free market
North American
Soccer
League
folded.
Sure, fans and
players alike may
Photo Courtesy MCT
not like it, but if
LA Galaxy defender Sean Franklin (28), defender Abel Xavier
given the choice
(17) and midfielder Alvaro Pires (15) may be some of the
between a) MLS’ many in the MLS to go on strike this season.
single entity structure and setup and, b) no soccer at rights and privileges as MLS players.
all. I choose “a.” Although it’s easy Although better rights, more money
for me to say, it’s not my career.
and a guaranteed contract aren’t just
The lack of local and national given out like cups of water at the
support for the league and sport is a LA Marathon, as a player you need
primary culprit.
to increase your skills and worth.
Nationally, soccer is not a huge
I’m not saying that players like
sport. Football, baseball and even Los Angeles Galaxy’s Landon Donobasketball come well before the pop- van aren’t trying, I’m saying that the
ularity of soccer.
players at the lower skill tier level
Every four years the World Cup should work for it.
is held and at that time soccer fans
Yeah, the players have the right to
seem to emerge or people become strike.
“fans” of soccer.
Do I like it?
In a World Cup year a league that
No, of course not. The thought of
is on strike, when the U.S. has the a soccer league that has been around
opportunity to spread the beautiful since 1996 going under because of
game in the U.S., is the least helpful something like this saddens me but
league there could possibly be.
I guess you gotta do what you gotta
Yes, the players deserve certain do.

Any feedback, positive or negative, is encouraged, as we strive to keep an open dialogue
with our readership. The Daily Titan reserves the right to edit letters for length,
grammar and spelling. Direct all comments, questions or concerns along with your full
name and major to the Daily Titan Opinion Desk at opinion@dailytitan.com.
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Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Because you demanded
personal recognition, you also gained it for your team.
They may not realize the importance of your contribution.

How To Play:
Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9; each
column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9: and each
set of boxes must contain
the numbers 1 to 9.

6
5
8
1
7

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Do what you love and the
money will follow. Even if your side job isn’t paying
much yet, it will grow. Be patient and stay the course.
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Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) The time for creative input
is past. Get down to business and move your ideas forward. Lights, camera, action!

9 8 5
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Don’t slip up by depending on weak logic. You gain enthusiastic support when
you sound like you know what you’re doing. Restate
the details.

4 3 6

6 3

3
9
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Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) If you get tired of providing
motivation, sit back and wait. Others will take up the
slack sooner than you’d thought. Conceal the stopwatch.

8
1

4

5
8
1
7
3

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Be sure co-workers know that
you understand their problems. After all, you’re on their
side. Use chocolate to maintain optimism.

7 6
7 6
4

1
2
4
6
8

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Use your imagination to fill in
the blanks when others say what they want but have no
clue how to get it. You see things they’re blind to.

7
3
2
5
9

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Intelligent activity can only proceed if you inject enthusiasm into the formula. Others
may lack the necessary energy without it.

8 5 2 7 6 3 4 9 1
1 7 9 5 8 4 2 6 3
4 3 6 1 2 9 8 5 7

Cancer (June 22-July 22) Focus your research on a
single item. That’s not easy, as your mind wants to go in
several directions at once. Jot down thoughts for later.

9 4 8
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7 1
2
8
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6
2
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5
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8
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Gemini (May 21-June 21) Relax into the rhythm of
your new plan. Three associates contribute creative
energy and move everything forward.

Sudoku brought to you by dailysudoku.com

Daily Sudoku: Thu 11-Mar-2010

Taurus (April 20-May 20) Delegate as much as you
possibly can today. Three people contribute information
and practical efforts. Success is yours.

Sudoku

http://www.dailysudoku.com/

Aries (March 21-April 19) Relax! Work can proceed
as planned if you allow your imagination to supply
dreamy images. Soften the focus in order to improve
production.
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Baseball burned by Sun Devils
By Nicholas Fortes

Daily Titan Staff Writer
sports@dailytitan.com

Cal State Fullerton baseball fell
one run short of No. 1 Arizona State
University’s 15-0 start to the 2010
season at Goodwin Field Tuesday,
losing 6-5 in a closely contested
game that came down to the last inning.
Sophomore starting pitcher Nick
Ramirez (0-2) got the loss pitching
4.1 innings giving up seven hits and
five earned runs striking out four,
while going 3-4 at the plate and
scoring a run.
“I performed pretty good but a
single person can’t do it, it comes
down to a team and they came in
here, they played hard,” Ramirez
said.
Sophomore right fielder Tyler Pill
went 2-2 at the plate with one walk
and two RBIs for the Titans (7-8),
and redshirt freshman Carlos Lopez
went deep for his second long ball
of the year.
Freshman relief pitcher Dylan
Floro pitched 4.2 innings, surrendering six hits and one earned run.
“The one bright spot, if you can
take one out of a loss, is that we’ve
developed another young pitcher
in Dylan Floro. He made some big
pitches and hopefully he’s going to
continue to grow up and be a big
contributor to this pitching staff,”
said Titan Head Coach Dave Serrano.
After Ramirez sat the Sun Devils
down in order in the top of the second, with two caught looking at the

plate, he led off the bottom of the
inning with a single to center.
Junior third baseman Corey
Jones came up and smashed a ball
down the first base line and off the
umpire’s foot for a double, sending
Ramirez to third.
Junior catcher Billy Marcoe
reached base on a fielder’s choice after Ramirez was thrown out at home
trying to score. Pill singled to center,
scoring Jones, and moved Marcoe to
third.

A balk was called on the Sun Devils’ freshman starting pitcher Brady
Rogers, scoring Marcoe from third
and moving Pill to second.
Pill was then sacrificed to third
off a bunt from redshirt freshman
second baseman Matt Orloff for the
second out.
On the next pitch, redshirt freshman left fielder Austin Kingsolver
was thrown out trying to bunt, ending the second inning with the Titans up 2-0.

After ASU (16-0) got on the
board in the top of the third, Lopez
came up with two outs in the bottom of the third and crushed a ball
deep and over the right-center field
fence to extend the Titans’ lead 3-1.
The Devils scored again in the top
of the fourth cutting into the lead to
make it 3-2, but the Titans bounced
back again with two doubles in the
inning, one coming off the bat of
Pill who smashed a 1-0 pitched off
the right-center field wall.

After Orloff grounded out to
short, Kingsolver followed Pill with
a double of his own, scoring Pill
from second to make it 4-2, but was
thrown out to end the inning trying
to stretch his double into a triple.
ASU scored three in the top of
the fifth after Ramirez gave up three
hits and a fielder’s choice, and was
relieved by Floro on the mound.
Sophomore third baseman Riccio
Torrez hit a single to center, scoring
sophomore second baseman Zack

Photo By Lucio villa/For the Daily Titan
Senior Kole Calhoun dives back to first to avoid being picked off by sophomore pitcher Nick Ramirez and redshirt freshman first baseman Carlos Lopez during a Titan 6-5 loss.

MacPhee and senior right fielder
Kole Calhoun for their fourth and
fifth runs of the game giving the
Devils their first lead of the game,
5-4.
In the bottom of the eighth, the
Titans loaded the bases on a single, a
hit batter and a single, bringing Pill
to the plate who hit a deep sacrificefly to right, scoring Ramirez to take
the Titans down one with two outs
and advancing the runners to second
and third.
Senior second baseman Joey Siddons, who pinch-hit for Orloff in
the sixth, came up and struck out
looking on a 2-2 pitch with the lead
runner in scoring position to send
the game to the ninth with the Titans down 6-5.
Kingsolver led off the bottom of
the ninth with a walk, and Colon
flied-out on one pitch.
Junior center fielder Gary Brown
had a 2-2 count when Kingsolver
left to steal second when the throw
sailed into center field allowing
Kingsolver to make it to third, but
the home plate umpire called Brown
out on batter’s interference sending Kingsolver back to first. Lopez
grounded out to second on the first
pitch to end the game.
The Titans are back in action
tonight against ASU at 6 p.m. at
Goodwin Field and look to end the
Devils’ 16-game winning streak.
“What continues to bother me
is that we’re a step behind in everything we do, we take pride in being
a step ahead and we’re a step behind
and that’s why we continue to get
sniped,” Serrano said.

The Walk-Off: Tiger Woods returns to the greens

By Brian Whitehead

Daily Titan Staff Writer
sports@dailytitan.com

If you close your eyes, you can
hear the thunderous roar of the
gallery. Look closely and you can
see him smashing drives, assaulting
greens and pouring in putts with the
frequency we’ve become accustomed
to seeing from the 14-time major
champion.
Look a little closer and you can
see his name – and trademark red
shirt – emerging from a field of demoralized golfers.
For the last five months, nobody
knew when such a vision was going
to unfold. As of Tuesday morning,
we finally did.
To say that there was some speculation regarding Tiger Woods’ inevitable return to the PGA Tour would
be like saying there was some speculation regarding his record-breaking
infidelities.
Now, we have our answer. Tiger will make his much-anticipated
return to golf April 8, at the PGA
Tour’s first major, the Masters.
It’s no coincidence Tiger chose the
friendly confines of Augusta for his

return. Not only is he accustomed
to the course (he’s won there four
times), he has to be confident it
won’t become TMZ headquarters.
See, Augusta National isn’t exactly
the Staples Center, golf isn’t exactly
basketball, and golf fans aren’t exactly cut from the same cloth as basketball fans.
If there’s one thing the game
of golf doesn’t tolerate it’s bad etiquette.
It’s for this reason that there will
be no collective scrutinizing of Tiger
at Augusta.
If the security of Augusta wasn’t
tight enough, it’s going to be Fort
Knox-esque the second weekend in
April.
Fans will be warned, members of
the media will be invited on a VIP
basis, any and all questions regarding Tiger’s personal life will be outlawed and Tiger will get back to doing what he does best, golf.
There’s no way of telling how
sharp Tiger will be upon his return
to the Tour.
However, you’d be crazy to think
that his self-imposed five-month hiatus hasn’t taken a toll on his game.
How many rounds of golf has he
played since his last tournament?
How much weight-lifting has he
been able to do? Has he become reacquainted with fairways and greens?
We don’t have answers to any of
these questions.
What we do know is that Tiger
wasn’t serving a suspension where he
could hit the gym at his discretion
and play the occasional round of golf
in between meals.

He wasn’t using his hiatus to regroup after choking away the 2009
PGA Championship in an attempt
to return better than ever.
He wasn’t using the hiatus to
write a tell-all book called “Lost in
the Woods,” or film a documentary
called “Taming Tiger” for the Golf
Channel – although, in hindsight,
who wouldn’t have watched that every Sunday?
Simply put, he was using that
time to get his life back in order, and
to do so, golf had to take a back seat.
So without hesitation, he left – and
took all the golf ratings with him.
When his absence set in, the burning question became, “How will golf
fans, purists and players react once
he returns?”
The instinctive answer was, “Well,
all the fans will ‘boo,’ crack jokes
about his ‘sex addiction,’ taunt him
with incriminating signs and root
vehemently against him.”
However, when the majority of
people realized that Tiger was dedicated to becoming a better man,
the answer became “Well, everyone
will probably continue cheering for
him and those who make jokes, boo
and openly root against him will be
removed and/or executed by PGA
Tour officials.”
It’d be ridiculous to predict a Tiger Woods victory at Augusta, but
I’ll do it. I mean, the man wins tournaments. The only reason he hasn’t
been winning them recently is because he hasn’t been playing them.
But now, he’s back. Whether he’s
stronger than ever, well, we’ll just
have to wait and see.
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Tiger Woods makes his awaited return to Tour for his already legendary career in golf. Cheater or not, he is still a respectable player.

